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Red Girl Jun 11 2021 The Crucible Steel Saga
continues! Rulers come and go. Only legends
remain... This is a tale of a journey. A quest like
no other. The story of Inghen Ruaidh Borson
(Red Girl), great granddaughter of the
legendary Nordic ruler, King Ronhan Borson,
whose sword-the Borson + Rex-is stolen in the
night. The quest to find the sword-the sword of
all swords-and the rise of yet another great
legend.
Shield Maiden Aug 25 2022 "No enemy may
find this place; we hide it in mist and shadow..."
the-shield-maiden-a-foreworld-sidequest-the-foreworld-saga

When King Alfred's great hall is destroyed by
the Vikings, the king must flee with his family.
But his daughter Aethelflaed knows that hiding
in the marshes, far away from the battlefield, is
the last thing she wants to do; can she fulfill
her destiny and become a warrior princess, a
shield maiden? Flashbacks offer dramatic
stories set at key moments in history, perfect
for introducing children to historical topics.
When Women Were Warriors Book I Nov 16
2021 The classic hero of myth and legend is
defined in masculine terms, but to judge a
woman by the strengths and virtues of the

typical male hero does her an injustice. The
hero of "When Women Were Warriors" becomes
a hero by learning to master herself and to
understand the human heart.
Taming His Viking Woman May 10 2021
"Category: historical"--Page 4 of cover.
Shield Maiden Nov 04 2020 A sexy, characterdriven, paranormal romance, Shield Maiden is
the third in a series of six books following the
lives and loves of five alien hybrid sisters. Edgy
and fast-paced and set in the contemporary
world, the flawed characters thrive against a
backdrop of music, art and youth culture
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Shieldmaiden Squadron Jul 20 2019 Eighteenyear-old Ingrid Tirsdatter is a shieldmaiden—a
Viking warrior tasked with protecting her clan
while upholding their virtues of honor, valor,
and total domination. She’s one-hundredpercent focused on climbing the shieldmaiden
ranks, and not at all focused on Axel
Andersson—the overly confident and
unnaturally good-looking warrior who saved her
life exactly one time . . . and hasn’t let her
forget it. When an unparalleled enemy
threatens Ingrid’s clan, she vows to do
everything in her power to protect her home.
But saving Valkyris will require her to travel
one thousand years into the future, join an elite
Southern California sorority, capture a magicwielding psychopath . . . and not fall for the one
warrior in all the realms who could be her
undoing. Ingrid’s new assignment is a
nightmare in the making, but she’s determined
to do her clan proud. After all, she’s a
shieldmaiden. And shieldmaidens never back
down. This is a full length, young adult fantasy
for readers who love action, adventure,
subterfuge and romance.
Völsunga Saga Apr 28 2020
Kingdom Shield Maiden Aug 13 2021 This
book "Kingdom Shield Maiden" is about being a
victorious warrior in the Kingdom of heaven. In
the Viking Saga's there are stories passed down
from generation to generation. Some of those
are stories of shield maidens, who chose to
fight alongside the men. They dressed for battle
and fought just like the men did. As a Christian
the-shield-maiden-a-foreworld-sidequest-the-foreworld-saga

many times we are faced with situations where
Satan has moved against us. God has given us
armor to battle in the spiritual realm taking
back what is ours. You, as a Christian, are
equipped for battle. God has equipped His bride
to over come. My prayer is that my book will
help you to learn to stand strong, and to war
well.
Shield-maiden May 30 2020 "As the blood moon
rises, the shadow of Ragnarok falls on Uppsala.
With the dark days in Dalr behind them, Hervor
and Hofund journey to Grund. Hervor’s focus
turns to tracking down the sea kings and taking
vengeance, but she soon finds that life in Grund
is convoluted. Family grudges, secret alliances,
and shady friendships abound in the capital.
Everyone has their own agenda, and for some,
Hervor is in the way. Hervor will find that
surviving Grund is far more complicated than
the bloody fields. But a blood moon is rising.
Soon, Odin’s shield-maiden must clear the path
to her promised future...no matter who must
meet Tyrfing to ensure that fate. [This]
historical fantasy novel retells the Norse
Hervarar saga, depicting the life of the shieldmaiden Hervor"--Back cover.
Women in the Viking Age Dec 17 2021 Through
runic inscriptions and behind the veil of myth,
Jesch discovers the true story of viking women.
Shieldmaiden Jul 24 2022 934. Cumbria is in
turmoil. The English fight Vikings for political
supremacy in the North, whilst the traditional
Viking way of life is threatened as Christianity
advances against the worship of Norse gods.

Against this background, Sigrid embarks on a
quest for justice and security for herself and
her children. Her only option is to appeal to the
King of Norway to reverse his judgement on her
father and allow her to inherit the family farm,
but Norway is far away and Sigrid is a daughter
of an outlaw with only her wits and her sword
skills to help her cause. Recruiting a small but
gallant force of allies, she sets out to regain her
birth-right. During her quest, she encounters
kings, warriors and villains. While her fighting
skills earn her admiration and rewards, she also
begins to understand about duty, honour and
loyalty, changing from a headstrong teenager
into a respected warrior woman.
Shieldmaiden Oct 03 2020 You are your father's
daughter... A young Viking woman picks up her
sword and goes in search of retribution and
justice. In 934 the English are fighting the
Norse for supremacy over the North. Worship
of the old Norse gods is challenged by
Christianity. Traditional loyalties are tested and
revenge can be swift and violent. In Cumbria a
man is outlawed and killed. Faced with a life of
destitution and servitude, his daughter Sigrid's
only option is to appeal to the King of Norway
to reverse his judgement on her father and
allow her to inherit the family farm. But
Norway is far away and Sigrid has only her wits
and her skill with the sword to help her cause.
Sigrid sets out to regain her birthright,
encountering kings, warriors and villains on her
quest. While her fighting skills earn her
admiration, she must also learn about duty,
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honour and loyalty if she is to grow from a
headstrong teenager into a woman and a
respected warrior.
Black Shield Maiden Sep 26 2022 From
Willow Smith and Jess Hendel comes a
powerful and groundbreaking historical epic
about an African warrior in the world of the
Vikings. Lore, legend, and history tell us of the
Vikings: warrior-kings on epic journeys of
conquest and plunder. But the stories we know
are not the only stories to tell. There is another
story, one that has been lost to the mists of
time: the saga of the dark queen. That saga
begins with Yafeu, a defiant yet fiercely
compassionate young warrior who is stolen
from her home in the flourishing Ghānaian
empire and taken as a slave to a distant
kingdom in the North. There she is thrust into a
strange, cold world of savage shield maidens,
tyrannical rulers, and mysterious gods. And
there she also finds something unexpected: a
kindred spirit. She comes to serve Freydis, a
shy princess who couldn’t be more different
than the confident and self-possessed Yafeu.
But they both want the same thing: to forge
their own fate. Yafeu inspires Freydis to dream
of a future greater than the one that the king
and queen have forced upon her. And with the
princess at her side, Yafeu learns to navigate
this new world and grows increasingly
determined to become one of the legendary
shield maidens. For Yafeu may have lost her
home, but she still knows who she is, and she’s
not afraid to be the flame that burns a city to
the-shield-maiden-a-foreworld-sidequest-the-foreworld-saga

the ground so a new world can rise from the
ashes. She will alter the course of history—and
become the revolutionary heroine of her own
myth.
Shield-maiden Sep 14 2021
The Shield Maiden's Revenge Dec 25 2019
When her twin sister Gull is sold in marriage to
a brutish warlord, Katla Grimsdottir and her
milk brother, the slave boy Freyvior, set out on
a journey to save their beloved sister and
friend, but not before wreaking a terrible
revenge on the ones who betrayed them all.
"Things began to move in slow motion. Gull
raised a shining sword and though Katla prayed
to Freya that she might run her groom through
with it, she only removed a simple silver ring
from its tip and handed it to Laugi. Laugi
slipped the ring on his finger then repeated the
motions with another sword. Gull looked up at
Katla for a second as she slipped on the ring,
then turned her eyes to look over Katla's
shoulder. Katla spun, catching Frey outside the
longhouse looking in, dripping wet and forlorn.
Katla stared at him, wanting to say something,
or to scream at him, but he only walked away
into the rain. By the time Katla had the heart to
stop watching as he retreated into the distance,
the holy man had declared the wedding over.
Gull and Laugi were married.""
Shield Maiden Jun 30 2020 In a portent of strife
to come, late winter weather lashes the
southwest of Ireland. Rannal's sister, Gudrun,
arrives on a lonely island in the Sionainne
Estuary among a Viking invasion fleet

commanded by the former King of the
Foreigners in Munster. Ivar intends to reclaim
his dominion, but his plan will trigger the rise
in opposition of Ireland's first national hero,
Brian Boru. The turbulent struggle between
these two rivals will frame decades of
subsequent history as the Imperator Scottorum
rises to power. In Part 2 of the Four Masters
Trilogy, the action moves from Connacht to
deep in Leath Moga where Gudrun searches for
the truth behind her husband's disappearance.
Rannal's family must protect the growing
settlement in Clonmacnoise as regal ambition
sweeps men and women into conflict in an
elaborate conspiracy under the raven banner.
Silver and gold has been promised to Ivar's
mercinary army, but blood and death are never
far from where stolen wealth lies.
Shield-Maiden Aug 21 2019 Sonja and her crew
of shield-maidens are the last of the fabled
women warriors, bent on traveling for the sake
of adventure and the prospect of finding new
lands. As chieftain of the longship Helle's
Revenge, Sonja leads her team of widows,
former prostitutes and milkmaids with a closed,
soft heart and a heavy hand, vowing to only use
violence when necessary. Whispers of
undiscovered lands call to her, and with the
intent of starting a new colony in a world all
their own, Sonja and her crew set their sails to
the west. Ivan is the boisterous chieftain of the
longship Fenrir, and is known throughout the
northlands as a fierce fighter and an even
fiercer lover. With the promise of an early
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retirement on the horizon, Ivan has set his
sights on a never before discovered land. Little
does he know that his course following the
westerly winds was also following a ship full of
determined women looking for the very same
land. When Sonja discovers that Ivan is on the
same course as she is, and intends to claim her
new land for himself, a long-buried rage
threatens to bubble to the surface. She has a
change of heart when it comes to doling out
violence and revenge, especially towards her
smug-faced, annoyingly handsome rival Viking
warlord. The two hot-headed chieftains face off
in a race for discovery and a battle for freedom,
even as the high stakes at sea forges their
desire, bringing them closer than they ever
could have imagined.
Of Iron and Gold Nov 23 2019 Princess Kinsey
has been given four Alpha slaves, and she must
choose one to impregnate her. Aubrey, a SheAlpha, was sold into slavery at an early age due
to her misunderstood "degenerate" nature.
Trapped in the Tharnstone Castle, Aubrey has a
chance to win her freedom, if she can show her
Alpha's worthiness and be chosen to
impregnate the princess. But when she learns
the Alpha will be forbidden to see the child, she
considers the real cost of freedom. Kinsey will
one day be the Omega queen of her father's
kingdom, but first she must provide an heir for
the House of Wymarc. All she must do is pick
an Alpha, despite her aversion towards them.
But she soon discovers there's more to some
Alphas, than the volatile, dull beasts she's used
the-shield-maiden-a-foreworld-sidequest-the-foreworld-saga

to. Now, the choice isn't so simple. * * * Of Iron
and Gold is a third-person, fantasy romance F/F
Omegaverse standalone novel. Contents
include: G!P*, Fempreg*, Omegaverse, and
intimate scenes for mature readers. No
cliffhanger, no rape, no cheating, and no
shifters. *See the author's blog for more details
about g!p, fempreg, and other related terms.
Shield-maiden Sep 02 2020 "Under the
thunder moon, the war-horn will sound, and
Odin’s Valkyrie will rise. Reunited with Hofund,
and with Bolmsö safe from its enemies, Hervor
takes her place as jarl. But the All-Father has
bigger plans for his favorite shield-maiden.
When Hervor learns that Jarl Bjartmar has
vowed vengeance on Leif, she knows she must
stand by her cousin. To free Dalr, they must
enlist the help of old allies, former enemies,
and a warrior-priest called the Reindeer King.
Together, they will fight to free Dalr. [This]
historical fantasy novel retells the Norse
Hervarar saga, depicting the life of the shieldmaiden Hervor"--Back cover.
The Saxon Wolf Sep 21 2019 'Compelling,
disturbing, entertaining, this is a bloody riot
from start to finish. In every good sense'
Theodore Brun, author of A Burning Sea
Conflict flares once more in Saxony... March,
AD 773. Bjarki Bloodhand is now Fire Born – a
legendary berserker inhabited by the ferocious
spirit of a bear in battle. Yet he has sworn
never again to allow that sacred rage to possess
him, lest he for ever lose himself in the
madness like his father. Tor Hildarsdottir

yearns to save pagan Saxony from the grip of
the Christian Franks, who now occupy half the
region. But she also has serious problems
closer to home with her fast-growing pet bear
cub, Garm, and, worse, she seems to be falling
in love. Widukind, new lord of the Saxons, is on
a mission to reconquer the lands of his fathers
from the Franks. He will stop at nothing to win
the hearts of the men and women of the North,
and bind them to his cause. But will they follow
the Saxon Wolf in an unwinnable war? And will
Bjarki join them? The epic second novel in the
Fire Born saga, perfect for fans of Bernard
Cornwell, Giles Kristian, and Matthew Harffy.
Praise for The Saxon Wolf 'Donald has spun
another terrific yarn, skilfully interweaving
heart-thumping action sequences with a
compelling plot... his writing is original and
completely convincing. The Saxon Wolf is
another step forward and a step up in the Fire
Born series. Compelling, disturbing,
entertaining, this is a bloody riot from start to
finish. In every good sense' Theodore Brun,
author of A Burning Sea Praise for The Last
Berserker, Volume One in the Fire Born series
‘Donald has taken the legendary berserkers,
those frothing-at-the-mouth shield-biters, and
made them human, which once again proves
that Donald is a writer not only at the top of his
game, but of the game ... It is a wonderful, rich
and violent brew. I welcome Angus Donald to
the shield wall of Viking fiction like a thirsty
man welcomes a mead-brother to the feast ... A
tale worthy of the skalds’ Giles Kristian, author
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of the Raven series ‘With The Last Berserker,
Donald has given us the first cut of some
serious Dark Age beef. By turns heart-racing,
intriguing, and touching, this is not a book for
the faint-hearted – I can’t wait for more’
Theodore Brun, author of A Burning Sea ‘The
Last Berserker strikes with the thundering
power of Thor's hammer... rich with the earthy
depth, historical detail, intrigue, violence and
adventure that we expect from Donald. But it is
Bjarki and Tor that make The Last Berserker
stand out... Donald's masterful creations will
live on in the imagination long after the final
page’ Matthew Harffy, author of the Bernicia
Chronicles 'A wonderful, blood-soaked tale of
redemption and revenge, set amidst the eighth
century clash of civilisations between Pagan
Vikings and Christian Franks, by a master of
the genre’ Saul David, author of Zulu Hart
'Loved this tale of a berserker facing up against
the tidal wave of Charlemagne’s expansion.
Great characters, brilliantly paced and
explosive, gritty battle-scenes. Highly
recommended' John Gwynne, author of Malice
‘Well researched detail and stunning battle
scenes make The Last Berserker a white
knuckle ride. A thrilling, up-all-night read’ C. R.
May, author of The Day of the Wolf 'I loved it.
Bjarki and Tor are great characters, instantly
relatable. The depth of the immersion in their
world and their values gives the book
authenticity and weight' Cecelia Holland,
author of The Soul Thief
Ingrid, the Viking Maiden Feb 19 2022 Ingrid
the-shield-maiden-a-foreworld-sidequest-the-foreworld-saga

desires nothing more than to train as a Viking
shield maiden. Overprotective, her parents
sheltered her from the realities of warrior life
in their peaceful farming village. Forced into a
mundane lifestyle, her dreams of glory on the
battlefield urge her to practice in secret.When
an ancient evil emerges and threatens the
village, Ingrid seizes the opportunity to prove
herself. Stowing aboard her father¿s dragon
ship, she hurtles toward danger and comes face
to face with abilities hidden deep within. As she
struggles to understand her powers, strange
beings, both beautiful and terrifying put her
newfound strengths to the test. To make
matters worse, she is pulled into Asgard and
warned that all the realms are in turmoil. Only
Ingrid holds the power to restore peace and
order. Plunged into a destiny beyond her
wildest dreams, she must decide what to do.
How can a simple farm girl change the fate of
nine realms? Will she take the risk to find out?
Black Shield Maiden Oct 15 2021 From
WILLOW and co-writer Jess Hendel comes a
powerful and groundbreaking historical epic
about an African warrior in the world of the
Vikings. Lore, legend, and history tell us of the
Vikings: of warrior-kings on epic journeys of
conquest and plunder. But the stories we know
are not the only stories to tell. There is another
story, one that has been lost to the mists of
time: the saga of the dark queen. That saga
begins with Yafeu, a defiant yet fiercely
compassionate young warrior who is stolen
from her home in the flourishing Ghanaian

Empire and taken as a slave to a distant
kingdom in the North. There she is thrust into a
strange, cold world of savage shield maidens,
tyrannical rulers, and mysterious gods. And
there she also finds something unexpected: a
kindred spirit. She comes to serve Freydis, a
shy princess who couldn't be more different
than the confident and self-possessed Yafeu.
But they both want the same thing: to forge
their own fate. Yafeu inspires Freydis to dream
of a future greater than the one that the king
and queen have forced upon her. And with the
princess at her side, Yafeu learns to navigate
this new world and grows increasingly
determined to become one of the legendary
shield maidens. For Yafeu may have lost her
home, but she still knows who she is, and she's
not afraid to be the flame that burns a city to
the ground so a new world can rise from the
ashes. She will alter the course of history--and
become the revolutionary heroine of her own
myth.
The Real Valkyrie Jun 18 2019 In the tradition
of Stacy Schiff’s Cleopatra, Brown lays to rest
the hoary myth that Viking society was ruled by
men and celebrates the dramatic lives of female
Viking warriors “Once again, Brown brings
Viking history to vivid, unexpected life—and in
the process, turns what we thought we knew
about Norse culture on its head. Superb.”
—Scott Weidensaul, author of New York Times
bestselling A World on the Wing "Magnificent.
It captured me from the very first page..." —Pat
Shipman, author of The Invaders "A complex,
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important, and delightful addition to women’s
history." —Pamela D. Toler, author of Women
Warriors: An Unexpected History In 2017, DNA
tests revealed to the collective shock of many
scholars that a Viking warrior in a high-status
grave in Birka, Sweden was actually a woman.
The Real Valkyrie weaves together archaeology,
history, and literature to imagine her life and
times, showing that Viking women had more
power and agency than historians have
imagined. Nancy Marie Brown uses science to
link the Birka warrior, whom she names
Hervor, to Viking trading towns and to their
great trade route east to Byzantium and
beyond. She imagines her life intersecting with
larger-than-life but real women, including
Queen Gunnhild Mother-of-Kings, the Viking
leader known as The Red Girl, and Queen Olga
of Kyiv. Hervor’s short, dramatic life shows that
much of what we have taken as truth about
women in the Viking Age is based not on data,
but on nineteenth-century Victorian biases.
Rather than holding the household keys, Viking
women in history, law, saga, poetry, and myth
carry weapons. These women brag, “As heroes
we were widely known—with keen spears we
cut blood from bone.” In this compelling
narrative Brown brings the world of those
valkyries and shield-maids to vivid life.
Shield Maiden Jun 23 2022
Shield Maiden Jul 12 2021 Every time a shot
rings out a Valkyrie earns her wings. Mila is
earning hers the hard way hunting down the
monsters that have taken her sister. It was
the-shield-maiden-a-foreworld-sidequest-the-foreworld-saga

supposed to be a simple scouting mission. But
the trail is leading her to an unexpected
discovery. What if the things that go bump in
the night start to slither out into the light? An
ancient horror, full of malice and nightmares, is
coming to the Idaho Wilderness. She should
probably run, but Valkyries don't back down
from a fight, no matter the risk. Besides, there
are lives at stake, and it's a Valkyries job to
choose the dead. The Dwarf King would be
proud. Scroll to the top and click Buy Now to
join Mila in Shield Maiden and continue the
story that Finnegan started.
Riddle of the Runes Dec 05 2020 Alva rushes
through the trees in the dead of night with her
sniffer wolf, Fen. Being out alone when there's
a kidnapper on the loose is reckless, but if she
ever wants to be an investigator like her Uncle
Magnus, she'll need to be first to the crime
scene. But what Alva discovers raises more
questions than it answers, drawing her into a
dangerous search for truth, and for treasure.
Shield Maiden Oct 27 2022 Anna, a girl
growing up in a Saxon village in seventhcentury Mercia, finds a golden horn in the ruins
of a Roman villa. Soon an ugly dwarf, a
beautiful sorceress, and even her own people
are after her to gain the powers of the horn.
The Seafarer's Kiss Mar 28 2020 After rescuing
maiden Ragna, mermaid Ersel realizes the life
she wants is above the sea. But when Ersel's
suitor catches them together, she must say
goodbye or face brutal justice from the king.
Desperate, Ersel makes a deal with Loki and is

exiled as a result. To fix her mistakes and be
reunited with Ragna, Ersel must outsmart the
God of Lies.
Bjarka Oct 23 2019 When ships were made of
wood, and men were made of iron. When
warriors held to nine noble virtues, of the
Asatru religion: courage, truth, honor, fidelity,
discipline, hospitality, industriousness, selfreliance, and perseverance. In a time when
necessity dictated your path, a gentle
noblewoman is forced to become something she
had no desire to be; a Shield Maiden. Bjarke
and Bjarka are twins, as such, they have a close
bond between them. One of their countrymen
betrayed them both when he sold Bjarke into
slavery, into the hands of their enemy. Ábiorn
swore Bjarke is dead and seeks the King's help
in forcing Bjarka to marry him. Not because he
loves her, he loves her wealth.Bjarka knows her
brother is not dead. In spite of everyone
denying her claim, she swears to bring Bjarke
home. As her journey begins, she meets some
very unusual friends along the way, in doing so,
she creates an army. An army that consists of
mercenaries, mages, and dragons.Bjarka will
return home with or without her brother, and
when she does, she will bring hell back with
her.
Shield-Maiden: Under the Hunter's Moon
Feb 07 2021 When the gods play in mortals'
lives, the only certain outcome is uncertainty.
Especially when that god is Loki. In the course
of a night, I found out my entire life was a lie.
Now, Yrsa, Eydis, and I will set off to recover
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Tyrfing. I must leave Dalr--and the dream I'd
shared with Hofund--behind. Eydis is sure the
gods have plans for me. I hope she's right. For
on the distant island of Bolmsö, the last of my
father's line is besieged by enemies, and only
the blood of a berserker can make things right
again. Continue the Road to Valhalla series with
book 2, Shield-Maiden: Under the Hunter's
Moon. Fans of Vikings, The Last Kingdom, and
The Mists of Avalon will relish this sweeping
Viking Historical Fantasy as it retells the Norse
Hervarar Saga, depicting the life of the shieldmaiden Hervor, the inspiration for J. R. R.
Tolkien's Éowyn.
Shield Maiden Jan 18 2022 Vikings Notebook,
Shield Maiden, Norse Viking Style gift for
Viking Warriors lover . Grab this Notebook if
you are a Viking, floki, shieldmaiden, Ragnar,
Lagertha, Lothbrok, Lodbrok, Bjorn, Kattegat,
Shield maiden, Nordic, Scandinavian Warrior
fan
SHIELD MAIDEN Mar 20 2022
The Valkyrie's Viking Feb 25 2020 As the
daughter of the King's huscarl, Brenna is wellschooled in the art of battle: skills she believes
vital for defending her home and its people. She
hopes to rule and create wealth and security
through trade. But marriage seems to be the
only path to fulfilling her dream.Vali is a
seasoned warrior. Building the wealth and
fearsome reputation of his people on distant
shores has delivered treasure and slave labour
to his homeland. He has no use for the politics
of position and land, preferring the freedom of
the-shield-maiden-a-foreworld-sidequest-the-foreworld-saga

the open seas.She wants to rule the land and he
lives for the sea. Is their love fated or cursed?
Red Girl Jan 26 2020 The Crucible Steel Saga
continues! Rulers come and go. Only legends
remain... This is a tale of a journey. A quest like
no other. The story of Inghen Ruaidh Borson
(Red Girl), great granddaughter of the
legendary Nordic ruler, King Ronhan Borson,
whose sword--the Borson + Rex--is stolen in the
night. The quest to find the sword--the sword of
all swords--and the rise of yet another great
legend.
The Shield Maiden: Conri Clan Series Book One
Aug 01 2020 A singular being named Faolan is
sent to Midgard, land of the humans, by the
Norse gods to aid in the humans recovery when
disaster hits their realm. The realms of the
universe, stuck in endless slumber, begin to
awaken one by one, either to aid The Shield
Maiden in her quest, or destroy her. Either
way, her burden is great and responsibilities
endless."The Chosen Ones" are sent down to
earth by Odin a half century prior to establish
themselves and assist Faolan in her task, yet
some gifts from the gods come with
consequence. Entering not only the land of the
humans, but the land of werewolves, in
existence since time began, Faolan struggles
with her desires, orders from Odin, and
Werewolf Lore.Which realm will ultimately hold
Midgard in the palm of its hand is anyone's
guess, but they would have to get through
Faolan's army first, a task not easily
accomplished, not even by Hel herself.

The Last Shieldmaiden Jan 06 2021 Four
Female Protagonists: Three Shieldmaidens and
one ex-Maiden (a twin of the quest leader) A
single male; Bryson, out of his depth, not a
warrior and a little shy, yet, intrigued by the
Maiden's warfare skills.Bryson is not an
adventurer by any stretch, he is a simple ship
trader. Though he has four extremely beautiful
reasons to volunteer for this quest. Even if the
Shieldmaidens are celibate and follow a strict
order of conduct with all males and females
who have not been through their merciless
combat training.As an advantage for the solely
three-hundred strong Shieldmaiden Order; they
are sought with fair looks and above-average
height. And have spelt eyes as bright as light
when their training is complete. All such assets
are used for disarming male opponents in
battle. Or to read people when they are
bemused under such an intense gaze.Bryson is
held under the shieldmaiden's passive spell.
Though he feels too inexperienced and far too
young among their goddess-like-allure and their
elite warrior status. The maidens flirt with him
and baffle his reactions for amusement;
especially since he is the youngest among them.
Bryson's confidence has no choice but to match
theirs. Outside of fighting. Sink or swim, he
surprises himself as the Shieldmaidens
frequently walk a fine line around him.The
Shieldmaidens of the Light remain celibate
until they are thirty-years-old. A condition; to
safely consume their magic Firewater, and thus
incite their innate Berserker Skill-Trait. This
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Firewater allows the Shieldmaidens to take on
immeasurable enemies; from the underworld,
or above.Dark/Epic Fantasy. Eloquently done
for teenagers, except the fight scenes which are
a tad brutal. A smatter of prose here and there.
More enjoyable for fast-readers? Or a journey
you want to vanquish!Updated via Grammarly
Premium 10/10/2020! Thanks to the reviews
and emails.Paperback split up into a series as
the 280.000-word count is far too many for
Amazon's thick, high-quality paper.(Alternative
Fantasy-World of the Viking/Medieval era.)
Though with Wizards and Witches and Magic;
Dark and Light Fantasy Creatures.This is Epic
Fantasy: Terry Goodkind; he writes far darker.
As Terry Pratchett wrote far lighter.Please
'Look Inside' Thank You.
The Viking She Would Have Married Apr 21
2022 Passion erupts when these bold, spirited
Vikings are reunited! In close quarters… With
the Viking she’d loved and lost AShieldmaiden
Sisters story—with her family fallen on hard
times, Valda’s forced to join the crew on
Halfdan Ulfsson’s merchant ship as he sets sail
on the treacherous silk route. But this
handsome jarl’s son is the man she’d planned to
wed, until his bitter betrayal. Knowing she can
never trust him, she must focus on saving her
sisters…and not the intense connection that
still burns between them! From Harlequin
Historical: Your romantic escape to the past.
Shieldmaiden Sisters Book 1: The Viking She
Would Have Married
The Blank Comic Book Notebook -Multithe-shield-maiden-a-foreworld-sidequest-the-foreworld-saga

Template Edition Mar 08 2021 Buy With
Confidence ***** This is incredible for kids with
an artistic flare. I got one for each of my
daughters and they are inspired. - Josh B. The
Blank Comic Book Notebook - Variety of
Templates Fun for all ages Variety of
Templates, Draw Comics The Fun Way 130
pages of dense blank comic book paper Durable
cover to protect your book - Matte-Finish
Printed on paper perfect for fine tip pens,
colored pencils and markers. Measures 7.5 x
9.25 (19.05 x 23.5 cm) Designed in the USA
More Blank Comics at
http://www.blankcomicbook.com Blank Comic
Book Variety of Templates, Blank Comic Book
Variety of Templates,blank comic book
notebook,blank comic book notebook,blank
comic book notebook, Blank Comic Book
Variety of Templates,gifts for kids,gifts for
kids,gifts for kids,gifts for kids,gifts for
kids,Blank Comic Book Variety of
Templates,gifts for kids,gifts for kids
Victory Or Valhalla Shield Maiden May 22 2022
This Blank College Ruled Notebook is for
writing, doodling, sketching, memos, notes and
more write stories about life, friends, family,
school life, extracurricular activities. Use this
book as a personal journal or diary. Size: 6' x 9',
Interior style: College Ruled Lines, Cover: Soft,
Number Of Pages: 120 (60 sheets) Paper Color:
White. Purchase for yourself or a loved one
today
Goldilocks Apr 09 2021 THE SUNDAY TIMES
BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF SEVEN DEVILS

'GOLDILOCKS GRABS YOUR ATTENTION AND
DOESN'T LET GO - A THOUGHT-PROVOKING,
IMAGINATIVE CALL-TO-ARMS' Katie Khan,
author of Hold Back the Stars 'BOLD,
FEMINIST SCI-FI FROM A SINGULAR,
VISIONARY TALENT' Waterstones Online This
is The Martian by way of The Handmaid's Tale a bold and thought-provoking new high-concept
thriller Despite increasing restrictions on the
freedoms of women on Earth, Valerie Black is
spearheading the first all-female mission to a
planet in the Goldilocks Zone, where conditions
are just right for human habitation. It's
humanity's last hope for survival, and Naomi,
Valerie's surrogate daughter and the ship's
botanist, has been waiting her whole life for an
opportunity like this - to step out of Valerie's
shadow and really make a difference. But when
things start going wrong on the ship, Naomi
starts to suspect that someone on board is
concealing a terrible secret - and realises time
for life on Earth may be running out faster than
they feared . . . FIND OUT WHY READERS
CAN'T PUT GOLDILOCKS DOWN... 'Through
the novel's fascinating premise Lam gives us
plenty of food for thought about gender
dynamics in our own world... Eerily prescient'
USA TODAY 'Looking for a thrilling ecofeminist
sci-fi space opera to keep you glued to your
seat during this pandemic? You've found it' MS.
MAGAZINE 'INTERSTELLAR'S brain with THE
HANDMAID'S TALE's heart' Chuck Wendig,
author of WANDERERS 'A perfect balance of
beauty, thrills and hope' Nick Clark Windo,
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